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Brazilian Journalism research

SubmiSSion of articleS for Volume 5, number 2, 2009

DeaDline: September 30, 2009

opinionS: until october 15

ScheDuleD publication Date: noVember 30

brazilian Journalism research – BJR – has had a Portuguese 

version since the second semester of 2008.

Authors should submit their articles in the two versions (English and 

Portuguese).  BJR is a semi-annual scientific review of the SBPJor – Brazilian 

Association of Journalism Researchers.  For more information regarding 

the SBPJor, visit our site (www.sbjor.org.br).

calenDar for Volume 6, number 1, 2010:

SubmiSSion of articleS terminateS on april 30, 2010

DeaDline: april 30

opinionS: until may 30

ScheDuleD publication Date: June 30

bJr´S normS:

articles: we prefer articles resulting from empirical research.  They 

should be original and the authors should send the two versions of the 

article (English and Portuguese) with around 7 thousand words each and 

typed in double space in accordance with the review´s system to the 

following electronic addresses: editorclaudiaquadros@gmail.com and 

tattianat@gmail.com.

Submit a separate page with the title of the article, name and 

identification of the author.

each article ShoulD contain:

On a separate page, the title, subtitle and the complete name(s) of 

the author(s), with the current residential and electronic addresses.

- Submit an abstract with 100-150 words and five key words.

- Submit on a separate page a biographic note with up to five lines.

- The article should contain 7 thousand words, with introduction and 

section titles in italics that should not be numbered.

- The notes to the article should be placed at the end, before the 

bibliographic references.

- The references and the notes should be mentioned in the text 
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(author, date, page).

- Tables, figures, photos and illustrations should be of good quality, 

consecutively numbered and clearly identified.

copyright authorizations: authors are responsible for obtaining 

copyright authorizations for reproducing any quotation, illustration or 

photograph previously published in another place.

Please send a copy of your article to each one of the two electronic 

addresses: editorclaudiaquadros@gmail.com and tattianat@gmail.com.

book review:  BJR includes a section of reviews of books on 

journalism and related areas with up to 1,000 words.  Please send 

comments on books to Sonia Moreira (soniavm@terra.com.br) and Iluska 

Coutinho (iluskac@uol.com.br.).


